Biomechanics 4 Year Curriculum & Prerequisite Tree - Fall 2013

Prerequisite Color Code:

- **MATH**
- **PHYSICS**
- **CHEMISTRY**
- **Computer Science**
- **Biomedical Engineering**
- **Mechanics**
- **HUMANITIES**
- **VARIOUS**

Superscript Legend:

- A = (Fall, Spring, & Summer), B = (Fall & Spring), F = (Fall Only), S = (Spring Only),
- BME 30X1 = (BME 301 OR BME 302), BME 30X2 = (BME 303 OR BME 304)

Line Crossing Convention:

- Same Color - When lines of the same color meet, they do not merge, they cross, and continue along a straight path. After having crossed each line is labeled at its last turn before it reaches a course.
- Different Color - There is no significance when lines of the same color cross.

Symbol Legend:

- Prerequisite ➣
- Co-Requisite ➤